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CHITRASIRI, J. 

The plaintiff-appellants (hereinafter referred to as plaintiffs) filed this appeal 

consequent upon the judgment dated 15.10.1998 of the learned District Judge of 

Kalutara. By the said judgment, the plaintiffs' action filed against the 2nd defendant

respondent (hereinafter referred to as the 2nd defendant) was dismissed whilst deciding 

against the 1st defendant-respondent as prayed for by the plaintiffs. In that judgment it 

was also held that the plaintiffs had failed to prove the ownership of the vehicle bearing 

No.29 Sri.7637 to make the 2nd defendant liable. The wordings in the judgment read 

thus: 

"oz®@S'J@tDOzeicD c:nclGieic~, 2 Dz~ E)af~tDOz ei®® DJ~~eicl' 

qcS~tDOz Ci>D ~~ md<id eioJ@Seic~ Ci>D oDc~~a eic~ qzal. 

oz®@S'J@ei@~ tDz~ eioJ@d ~e,c;)Ja<im cJclGieic~ ~ c®ei>~c;)eic~ 

ei~@~oE) tDO <Dz~®D oz®@S'J@ei@~ ~cJ tDO ~zal. DJ~~c @cJ 

o~oe) tDO qzdeid 2 Dz~ Dda3tDOzeicD ~s~ Ci>D c~JO tS)O®D 

ei®JDd 00 DJ~~ ei~OJdalei®~~eiE) ~e,c;)Jac~ ®GS~ qDGJn 

ei@Q)~ ~~Ood tDO CJclGi ei®Ci~cE)®C) Oz®@S'J@@ ~CJ tDO 

~zal." 

Being aggrieved by the said judgment, plaintiffs filed this appeal seeking 

permission to produce a certified copy of the registration certificate of the vehicle 

bearing No.29 Sri. 7637 alleging that the 2nd defendant is the owner of the said vehicle. 
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The said request of the plaintiffs is clearly stated in the prayer to the petition of appeal 

and the same is re-produced herein below. 

"WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs-appellants pray that YOUR LORDSHIPS' COURT be 

pleased:-

a) to grant permission and leave, to produce a certified copy of the registration 
of the vehicle bearing No.29 Sri. 7637; and 

b) on that basis answer issue No.1 infavour ofthe plaintiffs; 
c) to amend the answer to issues Nos. I and 2 and enter judgment for the 

plaintiffs against the 2nd defendant; 
d) to grant costs; 
e) to grant any other and further relief as YOUR LORDSHIPS' COURT may 

deem just and fair in the circumstances. " 

Accordingly, it is evident that the plaintiffs' desire is to obtain permission of this 

Court to lead fresh evidence in order to establish that the 2"d defendant is the owner of 

the vehicle 29 Sri 7637 for the purpose of making him liable. Indeed, it had been the 

contention of the Counsel for the plaintiffs right through out until the matter was fixed 

finally for argument on 13.12.2012. 

Having dealt with the application of the plaintiffs, I will now briefly refer to the 

facts of this case. Initially this action was filed by the plaintiffs in the District Court of 

Kalutara claiming damages jointly and severally from the 1st and the 2"d defendants. 

The action was to claim damages from them for the injuries caused to the two plaintiffs 

due to the negligent driving of the 1st defendant that led to the collision of the vehicles 

bearing No.29 Sri.7637 driven by him and the motor cycle bearing No.81 Sri 2984 rode 

by the 1st plaintiff. The 2"d defendant was made a party with the intention of making 

him liable vicariously; on the basis that he is the employer of the 1st defendant driver at 
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the time of the accident, him being the owner of the vehicle bearing No.29 Sri.7637. 

The case against the 1st defendant was taken up ex parte and the judgment was entered 

against him accordingly as prayed for by the plaintiffs. As stated above, the 2nd 

defendant had been made a party in order to make him liable on the basis that he is the 

employer of the 1st defendant. Had the plaintiffs been successful in establishing those 

facts, namely the 1st defendant acted negligently in the course of employment under the 

2nd defendant; both the defendants would have been made liable for the wrongs 

committed by the 1st defendant. (McKERRON LAW OF DELICT, SIXTH 

EDITION at Page 85). 

The issue No.1 suggested by the plaintiffs is to prove that the 2nd defendant is 

the registered owner of the vehicle bearing No.29 Sri.7637. The Issue No.8 suggested 

by the 2nd defendant also is directed to show that the 2nd defendant is not the owner of 

the said vehicle. Therefore, it is clear that the matter as to the ownership of the vehicle 

had been put in issue in the District Court, in order to establish the master servant 

relationship between the two defendants. The evidence of the 1st plaintiff to this effect 

is as follows:-

G 

G 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

.!Dz~z . ......................................... . 

(iOJ@S(iC~ ~.!D mafa>J. .. ................................ . 

I 
f 
f 
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9 0 ~<i~® ~® 1 C)~ E)a:f~a>dz ac~dz, a>®~ C3c~ (i<C)~ 0 

Cia:f~a>dz C3c~ qa~a>dz cD<ia:f C)zC) a>@l C3cl a>®~ 

~a>~ 61c1 a>®a, a>®~ <i® ~~<iei eia:f~a>Oz<iat.D ei~~D 

<i<a~ Cia:f~a>Oza ~® a><i@. 

G 0 <i>Ci. 0 

9 0 a>®~ <iClCl Q>z(9<ie1 ~z~z. qza:fa>D® O@ a~ Cia:f~a>dz 0 

<i<C)~ Cia:f~a>dz cD<ia:f C)zC) a>d~C)l< C3cl? 

G 0 ~z~z. 0 

9 0 ~ a1<iG'J® <i® a1~~<id' q~~o a~ qadOl<iei~ qa~a>Oz 0 

(iC)~ <ia><i~tD C)(iG'J ~®, O@C)~ E)a:f~a>dz C)~ ac~dz, 

<i® q< qG1a>OS9<id' ~~~ <i<C)~ Cia:f~a>dz<iG'J <idC)a><iCtD 

<iC)~~ Q>z~z? 

G 0 c,a:fa>Oct.D ~za>. . ............................................. 0 

The evidence mentioned above does not support to establish the ownership of 

the vehicle involved in the accident. Be that as it may, there was no evidence 

whatsoever was led before the District Judge to establish that the 1st defendant was an 

employee of the 2nd defendant at the time the accident occurred. Having considered the 

totality of the evidence learned District Judge held that the plaintiffs have failed to 

establish that the 2nd defendant is the owner of the vehicle bearing No.29 Sri.7637 at all 

material times. He has further said that the plaintiffs did not even call any officer from 

the Motor Traffic Department or from the Police to show that the 2nd defendant is the 

registered owner of the vehicle. Not even an attempt had been made to produce in 

evidence the registration certificate of the vehicle concerned. Therefore, it is abundantly 

l 
t 

I 
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clear that not an iota of evidence is available to establish the wrong, alleged to have 

committed by the 1st defendant, had been within the scope of his employment under the 

2nd defendant. Accordingly, it is clear that the learned District Judge is correct when he 

decided to dismiss the claim of the plaintiffs made against the 2nd defendant. 

Having realized this position, the plaintiffs have filed this appeal to obtain 

another opportunity to produce the registration certificate of the vehicle bearing No.29 

Sri.7637, probably with the intention of establishing the master servant relationship 

between the two defendants. Such a proposition is evident by the aforementioned prayer 

to the petition of appeal. 

Now that the matter before the Original Court had been concluded having gone 

through a full scale trial and also having afforded every opportunity to produce the 

evidence of the respective parties, I do not see any reason to give another chance for the 

plaintiffs to correct their mistakes or to overcome their shortcomings. Such a directive 

will prejudice the rights of the 2nd defendant as well. 

The scheme of the Civil Procedure Code is not designed to gtve such an 

opportunity at the time the appeal is being argued. However, it must be noted that 

Section 773 of the Civil Procedure Code may be made use of to afford such an 

opportunity while writing a judgment in an appeal. However, such a decision could 

only be made on a very rare occasion under extraordinary circumstances. 

Therefore, it is my considered view that the circumstances of the case at hand do not 

permit for such a directive as contended by the learned Counsel for the plaintiffs. 
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Indeed, the learned Counsel for the plaintiffs on the day of the argument namely 

on 13.12.2012 informed Court that he is not pursuing the application of the plaintiffs to 

lead fresh evidence before the District Court even though it was his contention all this 

time. In the circumstances, this Court is not inclined to allow the reliefs prayed for in 

the petition of appeal filed by the plaintiffs. 

However, on the day of the argument, learned Counsel for the plaintiffs took up 

the position that it is necessary by law, to presume that the 2nd defendant is the 

registered owner at the time of the accident. This contention was advanced by him 

relying upon paragraph 4 of the answer filed by the 2nd defendant. In that paragraph 4, it 

is stated that the 2nd defendant had been the owner of the vehicle bearing No.29 

Sri.7637 until20.4.1989. Said Paragraph 4 ofthe answer reads as follows: 

"4. a>e> ~oe>aJ sg~oz ei<®ai Ci®® aaJdGDoz t$Q) SBaieiai <il~ asa1 Ci®® 

C>Jr5>~Q 1989 qei9<9 20 e>~ ~~ Ci®® C>Jr5>~Q <il~ asa1 ~e>. ~~oaJ~ 

Relying upon the said averment in the answer, learned Counsel for the plaintiffs 

argued that it is the duty of the 2nd defendant to establish that he is not the owner of the 

vehicle 29 Sri 7637 at the time of the accident. In other words his position was that the 

2nd defendant having accepted that he was the owner of the vehicle up to a certain date, 

the burden shifts on to him (2nd defendant) to prove the negative. 

It is a cardinal principle that the duty of proving a case brought against a 

defendant lies on the plaintiff in that action unless the law provides for the other way 

( 
I 
I 
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around. Therefore, the aforesaid argument advanced by the learned Counsel for the 

plaintiffs is not at all tenable. Furthermore, if such a proposition is correct, the plaintiffs 

should not have suggested the issue No.1, taking over the burden of proving the 

ownership of the vehicle. Admittedly, he has failed to do so and accordingly the learned 

District Judge has correctly answered the issue against the plaintiffs. 

Moreover, it is the law that the pleadings go to the background once the issues 

have been framed. This position had been established in the case of Hanaffi v. 

Nallamma (1998) 1 SLR at 73. In that decision G.P.S.DE.Silva, C.J. held: 

"once issues are framed the case which the court has to hear and 
determine becomes crystallized in the issues and the pleadings 
recede to the background". 

In the light of the above authorities, it is my considered view that the learned 

Counsel for the plaintiffs cannot rely on the averments in the answer disregarding the 

grounds of appeal in this instance. Moreover, it will lead to a confusion of the entire 

process laid down in the Civil Procedure Code. Also, such an attitude would amount to 

formulate a case different to the case in which the trial had commenced on particular 

issues. It also may amount to make out a fresh case than the one already before the trial 

judge. Accordingly, I am not inclined to interfere with the decision of the learned trial 

judge considering the averments in the answer at this late stage. 

For the aforesaid reasons, I decide to dismiss this appeal with costs. 

Appeal is dismissed with costs. 

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 


